Abstract-This paper uses the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm to study the prediction of livestock production in Heilongjiang province, forms the sample set with the 1985-2010 data in Heilongjiang province, and set up the SVM model between factors and livestock production. Use SVM on the input and output data for training and learning, approximate the implied function relationship by historical data, complete the mapping of the new data series, in order to complete the livestock production prediction for future years, and compare the prediction effects with other methods. The results show that, the prediction accuracy of livestock production of the SVM model is superior to other prediction methods.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate prediction of livestock production in Heilongjiang province can provide decision-making basis for the government, so as to effectively guide the livestock production and sales, so the livestock industry in Heilongjiang province can develop towards a healthy and orderly direction.
At present, the prediction research for livestock production is very little. However, the affecting factors of livestock production are intricate and complicated, and there exits the characteristic of the uncertainty and non-linear between livestock production and a number of their affecting factors, the traditional forecasting methods to solve such highly nonlinear problems has great limitations, therefore, based on the analysis of affecting factors of livestock production the models we established are more able to reflect the internal relations and development trend of the livestock production changes.
Support Vector Machine(SVM) is a new, very effective machine learning method based on statistical learning theory, is to specifically solve the study rule of small sample problem, it avoids the traditional process from the induction to the deduction, achieves an efficient "transductive inference" from the training sample to prediction sample, greatly simplifies the usual classification and regression problems [1] .
The livestock production's historical data is limited, is the typical small sampled data; simultaneously the livestock production is also a complex nonlinear system, in view of
II. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION PREDICTION BASED ON SVM

A. Collection of Sample Data Set
This paper according to the availability of statistical data and the applicability of modeling, selects the progress of science and technology, natural environment, economic environment and livestock production structure as the primary factors to do the livestock production prediction.
Therefore, select rice sowing area X1, mechanical power X2, irrigation area X3, fertilizer rate X4 and hazard area X5 as explanatory variables for livestock production Y.
Select 
B. Establishment of SVM Prediction Model
This paper in the process of establishment of SVM prediction model and prediction mainly uses MATLAB (R2010a) to unify the Libsvm-2.89 toolbox to complete.
• Data preprocessing In order to avoid the numerical calculus's difficulty during training, improve the convergence speed and prediction accuracy, need to carry on the normalized pretreatment to the data, using a normalized mapping as follows:
In this formula:
The normalized result makes the original data to be regulated to the [0, 1] range.
• Selection of kernel function Kernel function of support vector machine determines the performance of support vector machine regression. According to learning algorithm analysis and simulation experimental comparison of the different kernel Function of support vector machine, it is concluded that in regression estimation support vector machine which is based on Radial Basic Function (RBF), its performance is better than based on other kernel function of support vector machine [3] . σ >0, it is the parameter of kernel function.
• Determination of optimal parameters As is known to all, support vector machine regression generalization performance depends on the parameters selected situations, such as penalty coefficient C , insensitive loss coefficient ε , and parameter σ of RBF kernel function, etc.
This paper selects PSO method to determine the parameters. Constantly adjust parameters, finally select optimal parameter As can be seen from Table II , SVM model fitting effect is still quite good, and the relative error of less than 15% account for 50%. As can be seen from Table III , the SVM model can carry on the forecast by the high precision to the future data, have the good forecast performance. Specifically speaking, the SVM model can reflect well the complex nonlinear relationship between the livestock production and its influencing factor, in the livestock production forecast domain has the good application prospect.
III. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MODELS TO PREDICT THE LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
A. Predicted Results of Different Models
In order to confirm the livestock production forecast model based on SVM strong predictive ability, this paper selects cubic exponential smoothing model and grey prediction model separately as the prediction comparison, each model uses the same training sample and the forecast sample, the concrete training and forecast situation is as shown in figure 2, figure 3, figure 4 below. 
B. Comparison and Evaluation of Predicted Results of Different Models
The model forecasting result analysis includes the absolute error analysis and the relative error analysis, the mean absolute error and the root mean squared error belong to the absolute error analysis, Theil inequality coefficient and the mean absolute percent error belong to the relative error analysis. Mean absolute error and root mean squared error have the consistent application of principles, choose one kind then. Therefore, this paper finally chooses the root mean squared error (RMSE), the mean absolute percent error (MAPE) and Theil inequality coefficient (TIC) three kinds of evaluating indicators to carry on the evaluation to the model forecasting result [4] . As can be seen from Table IV , linear model cubic exponential smoothing model prediction accuracy is not very high, the main reason is that it cannot capture the nonlinear characteristics of livestock production data; Grey prediction accuracy is not satisfactory, mainly because it excels in trends for short-term forecasting precision, but for the future slightly inadequate [5] .
In all models, SVM model's fit and predictive ability of generalization are the best, this is because SVM based on structural risk minimization, can solve the small sample, nonlinear and other issues, and have the excellent generalization ability. Therefore, we believe that SVM model predicts livestock production more accurately than the other two models.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyzed the major affecting factor of livestock production, based on this constructed the SVM model to carry on the forecast research of livestock production in the situation of having less sampled data, this model had reflected well the complex nonlinear relationship between livestock production and its influencing factors, obtained the high forecast precision [6] .
Meanwhile, in order to further specify this SVM model's advantages to forecast the livestock production, compare the prediction accuracy with the cubic exponential smoothing model and gray prediction model, the results show that, the SVM model's forecast precision is highest, has the good application prospect in the livestock production's forecast domain.
In addition, because the livestock production's influencing factor is numerous, moreover is in unceasingly in the dynamic change, therefore, to enhance the accuracy of forecasts, a number of factors need to be continuously screening and analysis, so as to find the livestock production's most appropriate explanatory variables.
Because the SVM theory and method have short historical development, in addition the livestock production fluctuation condition is complex, at present the combination of the two is also at the start stage, but the author believes that SVM theory has the prospect in the livestock production research aspect very much, hopes that the government department and the scientific research institution can at the right moment advance SVM in the livestock production forecast application, grasp the livestock production fluctuation tendency accurately promptly, provide the powerful help for the livestock production level's fast promotion.
